A class of near rings which generalizes the class of integral domains is defined. The definition of near domain is derived from the desirability of embedding near domains in near fields.
Near domains
We take integral domain to mean a commutative ring having no divisors of zero. Near rings with no zero divisors have been considered by Ligh and Malone [8], Clay [3] and Ferrero [4] . Ligh and Malone studied the properties of finite near rings having in one case no zero divisors and in another a finite number of zero divisors . Their work was not an attempt to generalize the concept of integral domain. Clay [3] called a near ring without divisors of zero a near integral domain but as he stated his definition was for the want of a better name. The main object of his note was the statement of the conjecture that, except for certain trivial cases, such a system having finite characteristic must have prime characteristic.
This conjecture was later disproved by Ferrero [4] . Thus the absence of zero divisors does not enhance the structure of a near ring to the extent one might expect. Ore has shown in [7 2 ] that, given a non-commutative ring having no proper divisors of zero, a necessary and sufficient condition for the ring to have a constructible division ring of quotients is that each pair of non-zero elements has a left (or right) common multiple. I t can be shown that f i n i t e cannot be omitted from the hypothesis of Theorem l.U. Let G be an additively written free group on two generators x and y and for each non-negative integer n define T : G •*• G by h(x, y)T = h{nx, ny) , for a l l h(x, y) € G . Let R be the near ring generated additively by the T . McQuarrie [9] shows that R is a distributively generated near ring with identity and Graves [5] shows that R has the right cancellation property but satisfies neither the right nor the left Ore condition.
By Theorem l.U, right cancellation implies the left Ore condition (when R is f i n i t e ) . The near ring given as 2.5, 26) in [2] shows that the converse does not hold.
THEOREM . 1 . 5 . A near domain R satisfying the descending chain condition on principal R-subgroups is a near field.
Proof.
Li gh [7] has shown that a near ring satisfying the descending 
Near rings of quotients
In this section we show that a near domain may be embedded in a near field and deduce some of the consequences of this embedding. Maxson [ H ] has defined near rings of quotients and stated conditions for a near ring to have a near ring of quotients. We generalize to the case of near rings of quotients with respect to a multiplicative set. ( i i ) t h e r e e x i s t s an embedding (monomorphism) $ : R "* RQ ,
THEOREM 2.3. Let S t P be a multiplicative set of (both left and right) cancellable elements in a (left) near ring R . Then a near ring of left quotients of R with respect to S exists if and only if R satisfies the left Ore condition with respect to S .
Proof. Suppose R o ' e x i s t s . Then by the definition of R c there To show the converse we construct R<, by defining an equivalence relation "V 1 on S * R and binary operations addition and multiplication oo the set of equivalence classes (S*/?)/^ . In proving this part of the theorem, there are many details to be verified and not all of these verifications will be given. However, several illustrations of the general techniques of the proof will be presented.
If We observe the definition is independent of the choice of ( s , This multiplication is independent of the choice of (s, r) and is also independent of the choice of representatives of the equivalence classes.
For any e £ S , e/e = 1 € ?_ . For the ring of integers Z (actually any Ore domain, see [6] ), the field of quotients of any non-zero ideal of Z is the same as that of Z , namely the rational numbers. Similarly we have: THEOREM 2 . 9 . Let R be a near domain having Q as its near field of quotients.
If A / (0) is an ideal of R , then Q is also the near field of quotients of A .
Proof. We first observe that A is in fact a near domain, so A does have a near field of quotients and the statement of the theorem makes sense. Clearly A satisfies the right cancellation law. Given a ± 0 , b t 0 in A , there exist s^O , t t 0 in i? such that sa = tb . To find similar elements 'in A , take x t 0 € A , whence xs t 0 , xt # 0 are such that (xs)a = (xt)fc with xs and xt in A since A is an ideal. (Note that this actually shows any if-subgroup of a near domain is also a near domain.) / /
